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ABSTRACT

In this paper, two topics - the application of PSA in the

regulatory process and the effort to improve PSA methods and

models - are addressed. From the regulators' point of view, the

most important application of PSA in Germany is presently

within the safety reviews of nuclear power plants in operation.

The current status of regulatory guidance which shall be

provided to establish a uniform procedure for a periodic safety

review is described with special emphasis on the role of PSA.

An important goal is to have all plant-specific PSAs comparable

as far as possible. Guidance for PSA review is under

development likewise.

Furthermore, the application of PSA in licensing of nuclear

power plants is addressed as well as its use in the design

process of future pressurized water reactors.

The development of models and methods to be-applied in PSA has

been and will be supported by a number of studies and in-

vestigations. An overview of the main issues of these investi-

gations is provided. A specific task was the elaboration of a

proposal for incorporating fire events into the PSA. The status

of these efforts is outlined.
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1. Introduction

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the nuclear licensing

procedure is essentially based on deterministic safety

analysis. Important safety features are derived from the

requirement that the consequences of postulated design basis

accidents are controlled. Boundary conditions for safety

analysis, safety factors regarding prevention and control of

incidents as well as specific requirements concerning safety

functions are deterministic.

It is common understanding on international level that

probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) techniques may constitute

a complete, systematic, detailed and reproducible way to

analyze the initiation and development of transients and

accidents in the plant, as well as the behaviour and importance

of mitigation systems in each case.

In the last decade, probabilistic methods have received growing

attention in nuclear safety also in Germany. A milestone has

been the German Risk Study (Reference plant 1300 MWe PWR Biblis

B) [1, 2]. Recently, phase 1 of the risk study for a BWR type

72 (Reference plant Gundremmingen 1300 MWe) has been completed

[3].

2. PSA in licensing and safety reviews

Probabilistic reliability analyses for safety-relevant

functions are carried out as part of licensing procedures of

NPPs. These analyses are usually performed on behalf of the

utilities and reviewed by experts on behalf of the licensing

authority. Insights from reliability analyses contributed to

system layout, importance of support systems, choice of

functional test strategies and in some cases to maximum

admissible repair times.

With matured methods and improved data bases PSA has become a

very powerful tool to investigate, verify and improve safety

practices. Based on national and international experiences, the



German regulatory authorities are increasingly making use of

PSA in safety evaluations of NPPs.

It shall be emphazised that PSA is not seen as an alternative

to the deterministic approach. Deterministic and probabilistic

assessments should be used in a supplementary way.

In case of the 1300 MWe BWR early results of the PSA [3] were

taken into account when it was decided to backfit an Additional

Heat Removal System (ARHR). It is a diverse residual-heat-

removal and injection system which has a substantial impact on

the expected frequency of hazard states. PSA results show a

significant reduction in that frequency due to the installation

of ARHR.

This is a typical example for the use of PSA in supporting

decisions on the priority of backfitting measures. The

licensing procedure for that system was conducted without

specific PSA requirements. However, the evaluation of the new

system based on the PSA-results was available and has supported

the envisaged decision.

Since an important goal is to have for all plants PSAs

comparable as far as possible, a common source of guidance is

desirable as to how to perform a PSA and how to obtain results

with a common quality level. This may be achieved by

application of the German PSA guideline and the guide for PSA

reviews.

2.1 PSA guideline

The German Reactor Safety Commission recommended in 1988 to

make every NPP in operation subject to periodic safety review

(PSR) about every ten years. The PSR will be performed under

the utilities responsibility and is reviewed by the competent

authority.

Essential elements of this PSR are the analysis and evaluation

of the overall safety status including the operational
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experience of the respective plant (deterministic analysis) and

a PSA. Moreover, an analysis and evaluation of the technical

security status shall be performed [4].

The deterministic analysis should assess the present safety

level of the NPP. This is performed by comparing the design and

state of a system established in the plant with the current

requirements set on such a system in the regulations. One

result of this comparison is the identification of differences

which have to be evaluated with respect to their safety

relevance.

Within the PSA framework values for individual significant

event sequences are calculated and the summation value for the

frequency of all safety-relevant event sequences is determined.

The summation value serves for the supplementing judgement of

the present plant safety level, whereas the comparison of the

single frequencies serves for the judgement of the safety-

related balancedness of the plant safety concept.

The results from PSA are to be taken into account as an

important additional input and support for the evaluation of

the differences determined in the deterministic part of PSR.

If event sequences show an increased single frequency, a low

period of time between the initiating event and occurrence of

damage or estimations show increased radiological consequences

for the environment of the plant this is considered to be an

indicator for extent and urgency of remedial measures.

A first draft of a PSA guideline has been developed by a group

of experts and published in 1990 by the Ministry for the

Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, the

supreme regulatory authority in Germany. A revision of this

draft is underway.

At present, the PSA guideline deals with level 1+ PSA (i.e.

level 1 plus active containment systems but without
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consideration of core degradation) covering the steps as shown

in Fig. 1.

Accident management (AM) measures should not be taken into ac-

count. The effects of AM, as far as they are contained in the

operating and emergency manuals, may be analyzed separately.

Realistic (best estimate) boundary conditions are to be used

for the analysis and plant specific reliability data shall be

applied.

As to the event and fault tree analysis lists of initiating

events are given for all types of NPP in operation in the

Federal Republic of Germany. Large fault trees and small event

trees are recommended; functional dependencies and secondary

failures are to be modelled directly. The analysis of plant

internal fires and external events is still under discussion

referring to the progress in the development of appropriate

models and methods.

The PSA results contain qualitative findings from event

sequence and fault tree analysis as well as quantitative

evaluations. The comparison of plant-specific PSA results with

frequency values or frequency ranges determined by the

authorities as an additional orientation for the assessment of

the safety level of a NPP is under consideration [5].

At the present state of discussions with different expert

groups concerning the evaluation of the safety state of the

plant under PSR, quantitative probabilistic safety figures

might be used as indicators to support the decision regarding

the priority of possible backfitting measures.

2.2 Review of performed PSAs

In addition to the existing PSA guideline discussed above, a

guidance for reviewing elaborated PSAs is desirable due to the

fact that different utilities, different authorities depending

on the Federal State where the NPP is located and different



expert institutions are involved in performing and reviewing

the respective PSA.

Review of the PSAs contains the evaluation of methods and

results of the PSA.

The project of developing such a PSA-review guideline is

running. This guideline should address its objectives, the

management and organization of PSA review and the contents of

the review like definition of initiating events, event sequence

analyses, analyses of success criteria and procedures, fault

tree analyses, PSA computer codes, data collection and

retrieval, uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, human actions,

common cause failures, structure of the PSA and documentation

including quality assurance.

In a first step, a concept of a PSA-review guideline has been

elaborated. Concerning the organization of the PSA review, a

step-by-step procedure in performing the different parts of PSA

is proposed in this concept including documentation within

several repartitions; hence, as experience has shown, an

accompanying review at each step of PSA is reasonable in order

to avoid significant alterations or additional requirements

concerning, for example, the determination of initiating events

or event sequences and fault tree analyses when the PSA has

already been completed by the utilities.

Taking the modelling as an example, basis for the review are

the event tree and the fault tree calculations. General

evaluation criteria are, among others, the applied methodology,

the correct and balanced modelling of the systems and of the

accident behaviour of the plant under accident conditions as

well as the validity of the used approaches and boundary

conditions.

An example for a possible review procedure is shown in Fig. 2.



2.3 PSA computer codes

Established computer codes must be used to evaluate fault trees

and event sequence diagrammes which are prepared within the

scope of a probabilistic safety analysis. For this purpose,

codes have been established world-wide which first assess the

minimal cut sets (i.e. minimum combinations of failed

components leading to failure of the system function under

study) and then calculate the failure probability of the system

function on the basis of these cut sets.

Analytical and simulating techniques are applied to asses the

cut sets. The advantage of the analytical method compared to

the simulating one is that either all cut sets are found or the

maximum error caused by the cutt-off of cut sets can be

specified. In large, complex fault trees, however, this

advantage is often offset because, assuming realistic computing

times, the indicated maximum cutt-off error may often be

considerably greater than the failure probability of the system

function.

The computer codes to be used are subject to methodical and

practice-oriented requirements in PSA guidance.

Some important examples for these requirements are:

- graphic representability of the fault trees,

sufficiently great number of processible gates and basic

events (approximately 4,000 each),

component types: automatic failure message, failure

detection by periodic functional check, constant failure

probability,

check of consistency and plausibility of the fault trees,

consideration of functional checks staggered in time,

- calculation of importance parameters for single basic

events and groups thereof,

- accounting for the uncertainties of the basis event data.

The practice-related requirements include among others:
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availability of a detailed code- and input description

including clear documentation of the mathematical

modelling used and a test example,

component type-specific data library (for several com-

ponents of the same type only a single input is required),

termination of the code only after data are secured,

modification of data only after confirmation,

understandable error messages,

clearly arranged processing of all input quantities for

the purpose of efficient checking.

3. Use of PSA for the design of NPPs

For the next generation of NPPs, a general objective is to

reinforce the "defence-in-depth" of these plants. To achieve

this, the design is expected to be made on an improved

deterministic basis, supplemented by the use of probabilistic

assessments.

From the regulatory point of view, the use of PSA in the design

phase of a new NPP project is recommended. Hence, in connection

with the common French-German development of a future PWR, the

German and French advisory bodies of the governments concerning

reactor safety have given guidance for the use of PSA [6]. The

main statements are summarized below.

The PSA is considered as an important tool at the design stage

to gain an in-depth understanding of the relative weaknesses in

the plants and to deal with complex situations involving

several equipment and/or human failures.

A PSA at the design stage of the PWR shall be performed with

the following objectives: supporting the choice of design

options, including redundancy and diversity of the safety

systems, well-balanced safety concept, appreciation of the

improved safety level, compared to existing plants. Evaluation

of PSA results against quantitative probabilistic targets

which are not to be seen as requirements - can provide useful

guidance.
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Concerning the general methodology, the PSA could be carried

out in two or more steps: a simplified assessment at the

conceptual stage, and more complete studies during the

engineering phases, when more precise information on the design

becomes available. Moreover, different design alternatives have

to be analysed, and sensitivity studies have to be performed.

4. Regulatory PSA investigation programme

4.1 Overview

For the further development of PSA in the Federal Republic of

Germany, a regulatory investigation programme has been defined

by BMU and BfS. Main topics of this programme which shall be

continued in 1995 and 1996 are, among others:

improvement of methods and data bases for special issues

like human factor dependencies, uncertainties and common

cause failures,

further investigations on non-full power states based on

reference plants taking into account the results of

already performed PSAs at international level,

development of a proposal for a procedure to include ex-

ternal events like earthquake, explosion and airplane

crash into a level 1+ PSA,

containment performance related to severe accidents,

development of a procedure for the qualification of PSA-

codes,

improvements and further development of the PSA models and

methods based on experiences of the PSA users as well as

on new scientific knowledge.
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4.2 Fire PSA

The evaluation of the risk associated with fires in NPPs has

attracted considerable attention in the last several years;

methodologies considering fire in PSAs have been evolving.

In order to provide a basis for further discussions in Germany

on benefits and limits of a PSA of fire events, current methods

at international level are investigated.

The proposed complete probabilistic fire risk analysis has to

be performed in different steps. Major tasks are the

qualitative screening process to identify critical fire zones

as defined in Table 2 and the quantitative event tree analysis

in which the fire caused frequency of initiating events and

different core damage states will be determined. More details

are given in [7].

A typical fire initiated event tree is shown in Figure 3.

The proposed method fits into the methodical frame of the PSA

provided by the German PSA guideline.

The combination of the probabilistic fire risk analysis with

the level 1+ PSA will allow to calculate the fire induced

contribution to the core melt frequency. For each initiating

event the fire caused frequency will be summed up and specified

as input to the corresponding event tree of the level 1+ PSA.

Additionally the damage state of the safety related equipment

has to be introduced into the fault trees. For all components

that are not affected the statistical failure behaviour is

used. The core melt frequency is calculated for each transient

as the sum of the single event core melt frequencies. The total

core melt frequency is obtained by summing up the contribution

of all transients.

Tf the proposed procedure is approved by different expert

groups which will be consulted, it is intended to implement the

fire investigations as part of the level 1+ PSA and to use the
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results of the PSA of fire events in the frame of PSRs as

additional information to the deterministic analysis. Then, the

probabilistic results can be taken into account in the

evaluation of the plant status regarding the precautions

against fire events identified during the PSR.

4.3 Common cause failures

In order to improve the basis for the assessment of common

cause failures (r"T>) an investigation project has been designed

within the frame of which methods of GVA, data collection and

modeling are intended to be subject to a benchmark test.

Event reports are checked with regard to potential GVA and

identified events are classified by the benchmark participants.

The reference evaluation of the candidate events and the

calculation of probabilities for GVA of components is performed

and substantiated by the participants using their own computer

codes and model approaches.

The evaluation and discussion of results will show which

interpretation, arguments and model approaches lead to

comparable and acceptable results.

The benchmark results serve the further development of the PSA-

guidance and of the methods for the procedure to be followed in

GVA evaluation.

4.4 Human factor analysis

Further research projects are planned in order to improve the

methods of PSA referring to human failure.

The PSA-guideline recommends the THERP-procedure for the

evaluation of individual operator actions. The data base for

this procedure is to be secured and enlarged for groups of

persons and types of action which have not been accounted for

in the PSA up to now. The procedures of qualitative and
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quantitative evaluation of individual actions must be further

developed. Potential applications are to be identified.

5. Conclusions

It has been pointed out that PSA has been used more and more in

the recent years. This development in nuclear safety is

expected to continue.

PSA in the regulatory process is used supplementary to the

deterministic approach in licensing, supervision and in the

assessment of the design of future reactors.

A major driving force in this process is the periodic safety

review comprising PSAs for all NPPs in Germany to be performed

in time intervalls of ten years. It is planned to have level 1+

PSAs for all NPPs completed until the end of this decade.

PSA results have led to plant modifications to remove weak

points and achieve balance in safety related design. However,

such backfitting measures will not be decided solely on the

basis of quantitative PSA results. Prudency within the defense-

in-depth concept mandates that non-probabilistic methods, such

as deterministic analysis and good engineering judgement, must

also be used.

The regulatory body is supporting the application of PSA in a

twofold way. Firstly, guidelines are developed for the

performance of PSA and its review. A PSA guideline has been

drafted and substantial experience has been gained with its

application. The PSA review guideline is still in the

conceptual phase. Secondly, a comprehensive investigation

programme is conducted aimed at completing and improving PSA

methods, data and analytical tools.

Major effort within this programme is concentrated, among

others, on a practicable approach of PSA for external events

and on the evaluation of the significance of low power and

shut-down conditions for PSA results for German NPPs.
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Moreover, the activities are focussed on the issues common

cause failure and human actions in order to get a consent on

the models, methods and data which shall be included as

recommendations in the PSA guidance.
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study
B

. phase

PSA

ca

ca

ca

completed

1991
1989

. 1995
1994

1994
1992
1994

. 1994
1993

. 1994/1995

Table 1: Examples for PSA (Level 1+) in German NPPs
(completed or close to completion)

A critical fire zone is a fire zone which contains

• fire loads > 25 kWh/m2 and
• safety related equipment and
• operational equipment and

• at least one safety related component or system can be
damaged by fire and

• where a fire can lead to a safety relevant event

Table 2: Definition of a critical fire zone
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